Customer Profile

TabWare CMMS / EAM is Selected to Manage Outlook Nebraska’s Manufacturing Assets

About Outlook Nebraska, Inc:

Outlook Nebraska, Inc. (ONI), established in 2000, is the official AbilityOne manufacturer of 100 percent recycled fiber content tissue and towel products to the US Government and federal agencies. These quality products are proudly produced in Omaha, Nebraska by people who are blind or visually impaired. The AbilityOne Program is a federal purchasing program that enables people who are blind to work and provide products and services to federal and commercial customers. The vision of ONI is to be the premier provider of choice for exceptional employment, training and experiences that allow the blind and visually impaired to realize their personal and career goals.

Challenges & Requirements:

- CMMS / EAM solution that will meet their needs now and support future growth
- Replace outdated Preventive Maintenance (PM) spreadsheets
- Control and reduce unnecessary maintenance spending
- Detailed equipment maintenance reporting
- Cloud deployment option
- Ability to integrate into existing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system

“Outlook Nebraska is a full manufacturing facility, and we did not have complete visibility or control over our maintenance activities or costs. Our PM was managed in spreadsheets, so we wanted an easy to use, automated solution that would help us plan, organize and efficiently execute work. TabWare met all of our functionality requirements, and we are looking forward to integrating with our Microsoft Dynamics ERP in the near future.”

- Jason Rice, Maintenance Facilitator
  Outlook Nebraska

TabWare Benefits:

- The ability to link Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) videos and drawings to work orders in TabWare
- A better understanding of their equipment maintenance costs throughout the plant
- Easy to use solution for maintenance personnel
- Detailed reporting into equipment maintenance and overall effectiveness
- Got up and running quickly with Software as a Service (SaaS) deployment
- Automated solution that enables ONI to easily plan, organize and manage all PM work
- Seamless integration with Microsoft Dynamics GP ERP for improved control of their spare parts inventory purchasing